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ATLANTIC BATTLE MEN GET TOGETHER

Men who are fighting the Battle of the Atlantic by sea and air recently held

an informal and unusual conference at a northern port to discuss their mutual

problems.

This unofficial conference which was described as a "get together" in the

invitation sent out by a group of officers who had the bright idea, was held

at a " rendezvous" within sight of the warships setting out on convoy escort and big

flying boats returning from ocean patrol, .

Many of the officers who attended were on-short leave, but they gladly
devoted their free time to getting to know the other man’s point of view.

Airmen from New Zealand sat side by side with Canadians in naval uniform.

Young Australian flyers, in their dark blue, joined in the general discussion.

There were fighting men of Navy and Air Force from South Africa, from Kenya,
from British Guiana and here and there one or two from the Allied forces.

There was no question of rank, no matter of ceremony at this "get-together".

The only question was; how could the sea and air services best help each other

to smash the U-boat wolf-packs that roam the Atlantic. Everyone with a construc-

tive proposal or criticism had the opportunity of the floor, whether he was a

young pilot officer or a naval officer with many rings of gold lace.

With two services which live and think in the terms of differing elements,

the problems were many and varied. The airman travelling at 200 or 300 miles an

hour has a vastly different perspective from a seaman with his ten, twenty or

thirty knots. The flyer with all the advantages of height can spot the U-boat

many miles away, probably long before the surfaced U-boat can sight him. How

best to communicate his discovery to the searching warships without giving the

game away to the U-boat, or endangering the warship’s convoy by a radio signal

which may be intercepted and bring the rest of the wolf-pack to the spot.?

And when an aircraft itself decides to attack, what form is likely to be most

embarrassing to the U-boat Commander? British naval officers, with years of

experience in our. own submarines, replied, giving all the little points which

cannot be learned in text-books but which may well make the difference between

a "kill" and a miss.

For hours it went on. So keen were these men that the talk continued over

the luncheon-table. Some problems there were which could not be solved singly

by talking about them. So invitations were given - and eagerly accepted - for

naval officers to fly with sky patrols, for air officers to travel out to sea

with convoy escorts. And for another of these valuable "get-togethers" as soon

as possible.

The only people who will not reap any advantage from them are the crews of

the U-boat wolf-packs.
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